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SPONSORS

I hope you all had a great winter! I’m looking
forward to our upcoming season . Right
around the corner, we have our first meeting
hosted by Tom Neibling at Columbia Golf and
Country Club with the North East Chapter
on May 6th followed by our premier event the
HV Cup hosted by Tim Garceau at Haworth Country Club on May 20th . Please
make every effort to attend these meetings.
Winter Events - Our Year End Social was a big hit and we are going to try to continue this kind of event going forward if our budget
permits. I would like to thank Mike Aube for organizing it, Sloop
Brewing for hosting it and our Sponsors for supporting it.
Annual Meeting - This year we held our Annual Meeting &
Elections at a new venue, The Resorts & Casino in Monticello.
Thank you to Beth Seme, Steve Whipple, Chris Strehl and all the
NYSTA team for running the event. Even though we had snowy
weather we ended up with a nice turnout. Our host speaker, Stacey
Kingsbury gave a great presentation on the BMP’s. I recommend
going to the BMP website to check out all the information they
provide that will help you run your facilities more efficiently. Also,
I would like t0 welcome our new Class AF Board member, Brian
Bontemps from Noble Turf, and thank our outgoing Class AF Rep
Dave Lippman for all the work he did.
GIS—I didn’t make it to the National Conference this year but I’m
happy to say we did have a recipient for our “Big Ticket Giveaway”
- Mike Aube from Osiris Golf Club. As I said before, this is a great
opportunity for a Class A or B to experience the show.
Rounds 4 Research - Last year with a little extra effort and
the generosity of some of our clubs we were able raise almost
$2000. If you would like to Donate a Round Do so, before the auction date April 29th - 80% of the proceeds goes to the HVGCSA.

A.G. Entreprises
Staff Uniforms
Rick Gordon
201-488-1276 (F) 201-489-5830
merrick160@gmail.com
www.agenterprisesonline.com
Aquatrols Corp. of America

The World Leader in Soil Surfactants
& Wetting Agents
1273 Imperial Way, Paulsboro, NJ 08066
Tom Valentine: 610-299-4470
tvalentine@aquatrols.com
BASF

We Create Chemistry
Paul Ramina: 908-413-2944
Paul.ramina@basf.com
Bayer U.S.

Backed By Bayer
Dave Sylvester: 860-841-3173
David.sylvester@bayer.com
Carriere Materials, LLC

U.S. Silica Topdressing & Bunker Sands
VFB Bunker Sands, Partac TopDressing
Bill Carriere: 914-939-4884
bc1000@verizon.net
Coombs Sod Farm
84 Route 77, Elmer, NJ 08318
Kevin Coombs | John Coombs
John Coombs, Jr. | Owen Regan
856-358-4763
Fisher and Son, Company

Green Industry Professionals Since 1928
Mike Weber: (C) 347-486-0480
mweber@fisherandson.com
Grass Roots Turf Products, Inc.

Serving Turfgrass Professionals Since 1978
Ryan Avery | Keith Kubik | Nick Alley
(O) 973-252-6634
www.GRIturf.com | sales@GRIturf.com
Harrell’s

Growing a Better World Partner for Success
Scott Tretera: 914-262-8638

Look forward to seeing you all at the meetings!

stretera@harrells.com
www.harrells.com

Regards,

Intergolf, Inc

Golf Course Renovation
“Any Style Quality Assured”

Grover

Frank O’Dowd: (C) 914-260-7821
frank@intergolf.com www.intergolfdesign.com
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Columbia Golf & Country Club
to Host - May HVGCSA/NEGCSA Joint Meeting
By: Kevin Collins

2018. In this same spirit, Tom has introduced more
organic inputs into his programs and rarely sprays his
roughs or greens surrounds. Tom has become a steward for Audubon International helping other courses to
become certified.

The inaugural golf meeting of the 2019 season is a joint
meeting with our NEGCSA brothers-in-arms to be held at
Columbia Golf & CC in Claverack, NY on Monday, May
6th. Our host superintendent is Tom Niebling.
All about Tom

Speaking of habitat management, out of necessity,
Tom also developed a skill in herding cows. At one
point, Columbia was surrounded on all sides by dairy
farms. Although Tom had done his utmost to block
every possible entry point to the property to prevent
his bovine neighbors from grazing on his course, incursions would occur. Tom remembers one day, right
before a 1 o’clock shotgun, receiving a frantic call
from hisclub president alerting Tom to the latest invasion. Upon arriving at the course, Tom witnessed some
thirty cows grazing adjacent to the clubhouse. Tom
jumped in his Cushman and proceeded to herd the
cows off the property and back to the farm. These unhappy, nervous, and somewhat vengeful cows crapped
in the sand traps, on the greens, on the sidewalks
around the clubhouse, in the parking lot, and of course
on every branch and bush on their forced jour ney
home. The crew had to have Tom and the Cushman
scrubbed and pressure washed after the roundup. And
that wasn’t the only time it happened. A few years
back there was another bovine sighting or as Tom put
it, “they’re back”! Four juvenile beef cattle made an
appearance on the 10th fairway. Three made it back to
the farm. One ended up in Tom’s freezer.

Tom began his career looking for a position in broadcasting, receiving his degree in the mid-eighties. Tom
worked as a DJ at some of the local Albany classic rock
radio stations. If he had the 6am drive time shift, occasionally Tom would forgo sleep and go directly from his
last watering hole to the radio station. I’m sure that endeared him to station management. Tom quickly jettisoned his broadcasting career and got a job at Columbia
CC on the grounds crew, working for then superintendent
Bobby Nichol. In July of 1990, Bobby left and at the tender age of 25, Tom became superintendent.
During his tenure at Columbia, Tom has dramatically improved playing conditions and aesthetics at the course.
Under Tom’s leadership, the club attained their Audubon
certification in 2002. In order to be certified, the club had
to meet the Audubon Society’s strict standards for environmental planning, water quality, water conservation,
wildlife and habitat management plus IPM outreach and
education. As part of the program, Tom has maintained
bluebird nest boxes and natural areas along the wood
lines on the perimeter of the course. The Audubon certification is not a given. Columbia needs to be re-certified
every three years, the last re-certification being granted in

Continued...page 7
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Columbia Golf & Country Club….cont’d
And then there was the horse invasion. Last year the
club pro called Tom to tell him that at least six horses just galloped through the club parking lot. Tom
found all six in his irrigation pound up to their necks
in water. I asked Tom how he got them out of the
pond? “I loud-talked them”, Tom laughed, “I insulted their looks and their buck teeth. They finally
walked out of the pond and headed back to the horse
farm”.

The course is characterized by its tight tree-lined
fairways and small well-bunkered greens. The
number one handicap hole is #2, a par five 539yard gem. The tee shot is to an elevated fairway.
Out of bounds lurks on the left with trouble right
(if your tee shot travels too far right, trees will
block your second shot). The elevated fairway
makes the hole play much longer than the yardage.
It is next to impossible to get on in two.

It is amazing how time flies. Tom is in his 29th year
as the superintendent at
nd has also been
married to his lovely wife Jennifer for 31 years. Their
two sons have made the family very proud. Larry,
who is now 26, is working as the Grounds/Athletic
Field Manager at the Millbrook School in Millbrook,
NY. Danny, now 22, is working for Larry on the
crew. Danny is a solid musician and has done some
song writing and recording. He sat in with my band
one night at Jimmy’s in Katonah, NY playing lead
guitar with the entire Niebling family watching. Priceless!!

The #2 handicap is hole #14, a 426-yard straight
away par four. There’s not a lot of trouble on this
hole but it plays long, especially in the spring.
The green is no bargain, being severely contoured, and a par is an excellent score.
Tom’s two favorite holes on the course are #5 and
#13. The 5th hole is a par four of 374 yards. The
tee shot is from an elevated tee down to a narrow
landing area bordered by two hidden ponds left
and right. The approach shot is to an elevated
green, which can make club selection tricky. The
green is small and slopes from back to front.

The Course

Number 13 is a long, 205-yard par 3. From an elevated tee, the golfer must carry a pond (not really
in play unless you chunk your tee shot) to a large
green that severely slopes from back to front. Tom
says the best bailout on this hole is being short and
below the hole. If your tee shot ends up above the
hole you’ll face an impossible downhill putt.
Needless to say, Columbia is a great tract, is fun
to play, and is always in superb shape. We look
forward to seeing you on May 6th!!
Kevin

If you expect to score well at Columbia, you better
bring your “A” game. The first nine opened in
1919 (It’s the club’s centennial year celebration).
Hal Purdy designed the second nine in the early sixties and the full 18- hole layout opened for play in
1965.
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Annual Meeting & Elections

HVGCSA Board of Directors: Tim Walker, CGCS - Dan Wilber - Reese Wasson - Ben Babbage - Brian Bontemps - Chris Kemble - Grover Alexander
(Missing from the photo - Mike Aube & Chris Dyroff)
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“THE BIG TICKET” My Trip to the GIS

SPONSORS

By: Mike Aube
Metro Turf Specialists

I would like to start by giving a big thank you the Hudson Valley Golf Course
Superintendents Association. Without the innovation or support of our association, this opportunity would have never arose. For the past two years our Association has given away a trip to the Golf Industry Show in the select city destination and I was surprised to hear that no one had applied for it. So, I jumped
all over the opportunity to “win” a trip somewhere. The association was gracious enough to offer a full conference package that included educational seminars along with my airfare and four nights stay at a local area hotel. And for
good measure they also threw in some spending money while there. In the future, I strongly recommend to any of our Class A or B members who do not typically get a chance to go to the GIS to put your name in the hat. It’s a great experience!
The national convention is always held at the beautiful San Diego Convention
Center, located just a block south of the historic Gaslamp District. The Gaslamp
District is an array of restaurants and bars, finance and local shops that make
this area a West Coast must-see. To the west of the Gaslamp District we found
the waterfront Embarcadero (or “landing place” in Spanish). Its boardwalk hugs
the San Diego Bay, home to the cruise terminal, the Navy Pier and Seaport Village. It’s a beautiful place to run, which my wife and I took advantage of every
morning.
San Diego was not all about pleasure. The GCSAA National conference has a
plethora of educational seminars that are all uniquely fine tuned to an array of
topics. They offer everything from full-day classes to hour long seminars. Some
of the seminars are even free to attendees. Of all the topics one could choose
from, I chose three classes that specifically spoke to some of the trials and tribulations that I have had to deal with at Osiris. The first class I enrolled in was
entitled “Green Renovation and Grow-In: Rebuild or Resurface”. The class
was administered by Bud White who works with Arnold Palmer Management
company. Recently at Osiris, I built and designed three additional golf holes on
an adjacent piece of property that the owner bought. I completed this project in
-house in the fall of 2017 with a limited budget. I was interested to see how my
small crew performed compared to how a well-known construction company
would have went about it. And not to my surprise, I felt that our crew handled
it just fine. Of course, to this day I am still dealing with some of the downsides
by doing it myself, such as some settling of irrigation lines and a less than ideal
turf quality in some areas due to the native soil restrictions that were imposed
upon us, instead of trucking in a quality growing medium. Listening to Mr.
White I checked off a lot of the boxes that one should do when rebuilding. We
chose the ideal settings for our greens, the ideal dates to plant our seeds, tree
removal, traffic patterns and our distribution of drainage.
Continued….page 16
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“Customers, Our Top Priority”
Matt / Scott / Jake / Rich / Todd
(O) 203-748-4653 (GOLF)
www.metroturfspecialists.com

Noble Turf
25 Roland Avenue
Mount Laurel, NJ 08054
Brian Bontemps: 845-239-7959

Plant Food Company, Inc.

The Liquid Fertilizers Experts
Dick Neufeld: 973-945-6318
Tom Weinert: 914-262-0111
Dave Conrad: 914-263-3244

Saratoga Sod Farm
1670 Route 4
Stillwater, NY 12170
Laurie Griffen
(O) 518-664-5038 (C) 518-265-0160

Sipcam Advan
Augie Young
518-369-0368
ayoung@sipcamadvan.com

Site One Landscape Supply
2 John Walsh Blvd
Peekskill, NY 10566
Chad Mathieu: 914-539-5675
Owen Groves: 914-736-9056

Soil Solutions, LLC

DRILL & FILL - Aerification Professionals
7 Whittemore Pl, Rye Brook, NY 10573
Anthony & John Decicco
(O) 914-393-0659
soilsolutionsllc369@gmail.com

Storr Tractor Company
3191 Highway 22
Branchburg, NJ 08876
Steve Bradley: 908-413-5640
Rick Krok: 908-413-3403
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Upcoming

Events

By: Kevin Collins

Millbrook Golf & Tennis Superintendent Dan Wilber recently hosted the 2nd “Dutchess County Superintendent’s Association Cornhole Classic”. It was a memorable day with some
fierce competition and lots of talented “Cornholers”. Brae
Burn’s Blake Halderman’s team took 1st place. For me, the most
impressive player was Wilfred McDonald legend Bill Luthin. Bill
made it all the way to the finals. He held that beanbag the way a
mother cat would hold a kitten by the scruff of its neck or how a
parent would dispose of a soiled diaper. It’s hard to describe his
technique, unusual but effective, and Bill threw great all day.
So, congrats Bill. You are my 2019 “Cornholer” of the year.
New Patriot Hills superintendent Evan Weymouth
thought it would be a great idea to reach out to some of his
Rockland County neighbors so he took a ride over to see PJ
Rotella super Chris Dyroff. In fact, Evan drove over at least four
times and could never find Chris. Frustrating to say the least!!
“Doesn’t anybody work over at Rotella”, Evan was heard saying,
“I wish I had a job like that”. Unbeknownst to Evan, he mistook
the cart barn for the maintenance facility which explains why
he never ran into Chris. Just like Stanley & Livingston, Evan finally found Chris and all is well.

HVGCSA President Grover Ley Alexander, in his second
year at the helm, has still not held a board meeting and has
stated that he has no intention of holding a meeting this year.
He also recently suspended the HVGCSA end of year elections
and has declared himself “HVGCSA President for Life”.
Metro’s Matt “The Big Sexy” Topazio, frustrated by the early morning traffic woes on CT’s Route 84 West, has refitted his
Metro van with a gas stove, refrigerator, and deep fryer and has
been working mornings selling breakfast off of Route 7 in Milford. His Metro sales are down but his Jalapeno Breakfast Burrito and Tequila Pancakes are more than making up for the lost
revenue.

*********************************************************
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May Meeting
w/ NEGCSA
Columbia Golf & CC
May 6th

HV Cup
Haworth Country Club
May 20th

NEGCSA Member Guest
Leatherstocking, Cooperstown
June 26th

Nine & Dine
Storm King Golf Club
July TBD
NYSTA Challenge
HV August Meeting
Links at Union Vale
August 19th
September Meeting
Met Team Qualifier
Hudson Hills Golf Course
Sept TBD
October Meeting
Worthington Cup
Osiris Golf Club
October TBD
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Nor’easter Ski Day Recap at Killington
The King of the Mountain Finally Dethroned at Nor’easter Cup!
If you’re a sports fan, then you know we’re right in the
middle of one of the best times of the year! In just a few
weeks the beginning of spring in the golf world is signified by the Masters Golf Tournament and we’ve been witnessing heartbreak and Cinderella stories with March
Madness basketball!
On February 28th at Killington Mountain Resort, where
the Women’s World Cup has been competing each November, Cinderella finally found her glass ski boot! In ski
racing, winners and losers are determined by hundredths
of a second, so it’s fair to say with a margin of 8 seconds
the Northeastern GCSA team demolished the defending
champions from Vermont in this year’s Nor’easter Cup.
In what some would compare to a 15th seed beating the
number 2 seed, the Northeastern GCSA team upset the
Vermont team who has won 4 in a row and 24 of the 26
races! In what is believed to be the oldest industry ski
race in the country, dating back to 1993, the Northeastern
group also won the VT Cup over Vermont. Vermont did
all it could just to stay in the top two as the teams from the
New England and MET associations were right on their
boots less than a second away!

Great winter conditions drew the biggest attendance yet
with 11 different associations fielding teams for the giant
slalom race. Overnight saw about 5 inches of powder fall
at Killington, so conditions all over were perfect for the
200 folks that came up and skied with fellow industry
folks from Maine to Cape Cod and all the way down to
Long Island and New Jersey.
Each team totaled their fastest three racers and prizes were
given out to the fastest overall male and female skiers and
boarders!
The Nor’easter Ski Day has fast become a “can’t miss”
event with inquiries coming in from Canada and as far
away as Florida for next year’s championship, so watch
for the save the dates and help your association field the
winning team!
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Hope to see you next winter on the slopes!!!
Below are the complete race results with the age divisions first and overall list at the end.

Team Scores - Nor’easter Cup

(Fastest 3 individual times totaled)
Time
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th

Northeastern GCSA
Vermont GCSA
GCSA of NE
METGCSA
GCSANJ
Long Island GCSA
RIGCSA
Cape Cod GCSA
Connecticut AGCS
NHGCSA
Maine GCSA

1:19.75
1:27.79
1:28.05
1:28.37
1:36.64
1:37.13
1:37.27
1:50.04
2:14.35
DNQ
DNQ
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Kevin Doyle…..GCSAA
Having the opportunity to hear so
many great speakers at events and
meeting through the winter season is exciting. It also feeds the
mind during long drives between
engagements. One particular
presentation, that by Henry
DeLozier at the GCSA of New
England Annual Meeting, sent me
back to my days as a superintendent, trying my best to
lead using what DeLozier referred to as servant leadership. We have all had the opportunities to work with and
or lead individuals. Occasionally, one stands out for positive or negative reasons. For me, it was an employee I
will call “Eddie”, and I’d like to share his story.
Eddie showed up at the golf course in early spring looking for a job during the very beginning of clean-up. At
that point, the course was not open, and staff numbers
were kept very low. He was asked to return later in the
spring. Two weeks later, Eddie showed up again, filled
out an application, and an interview was scheduled. Eddie’s platform was simple; he needed work, will show up
on time, and will work all the hours I could give him. I
hired him.

tious, he was extremely proud to be a member of our
team and thrilled to need a new belt.
As a facility with a small crew, I had to let Eddie go early
in the fall. I reached out to a colleague and got Eddie a
spot for the remaining part of the late-season. It didn’t
work out.
Late December of that year, I ran into Eddie at the local
Market Basket bagging groceries. He was smiling wide,
talking to all the customers, doing what Eddie does! He
was incredibly thankful for the opportunity to work at
the golf course and for giving him the chance to fill a
spot at another course. I expressed to Eddie my thanks
for all the effort he put in and for the positive impact he
had on each member of the staff. I told Eddie I would
never forget him, and despite the fact that we lost touch,
I haven’t.
Not every staff member learns at the same rate, brings
the same attitude to the job, or works out quite as we
may have envisioned. I will never forget Eddie or the joy
he brought to me as I watched him (slowly) succeed in
his work with a smile on his face and genuine concern
for assisting others. If you have had an “Eddie” in your
career, please let me know your story and the impact
that employee made on you. With the hardships shrinking labor pools bring to us these days, it is refreshing to
reminisce about the positive impact others have had on
our past!

It became clear early on that Eddie would be a project.
Eddie, in his own words, was “not the brightest bulb on
the tree.” Learning course routing was more of a work in
progress than usual. Every training took longer than
with most. Straight lines were optional, holidays were a
given, and it was again determined that the trailer that
did not fit across the bridge on 17, still did not fit across
the bridge on 17. Among all this daily chore chaos, there
was an employee who showed up early, worked hard,
had a great attitude, and was proud of the need to put
another notch in his belt because he had lost weight.
He knew his work was indeed a work in progress, but as
he made progress, everyone on the staff gave Eddie his
due! Mowing directions fell into place, lines straightened, no more skips, and subtle changes to the norm
were taken in stride. By the middle of the season, Eddie
was doing good work, a key individual for an in-house
project, and spending some time outside of work with
some of the staff. Eddie’s positive attitude was infec-

Donate a “Round”
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SPONSORS
Syngenta
Manufacture of Plant Protection Products
Daconil Action, Acelepryn, Ference
Brian Goudey: 518-764-2412
www.greencastonline.com

Tanto Irrigation
5. N. Payne Street, Elmsford, NY 10523
Steve Kubicki: 203-988-6620
Paul L. Guillaro: 914-262-7324

Valley Green, Inc
205 Wilson Ave, Norwalk, CT 06854
Gregory Moran: (C) 845-901-1358
(O) 203-831-9748

W & B Golf Carts, Inc.
3391 Route 9, Hudson, NY 12534
Jason Hommel | Mike Behan
518-851-2266

Westchester Tractor, Inc.
60 International Boulevard
Brewster, NY 10509
John Apple| Jeff Underhill
845-278-7766
www.wtractor.com

Westchester Turf Supply, Inc.
“Serving the HVGCSA Since 1976”
Bob Lippman: 914-447-6257
Dave Lippman: 914-447-5192
info@westchesterturf.com

Wilfred MacDonald Inc.
Turf Equipment Specialists
Bill Luthin (C) 201-214-5901
(O) 888-831-0891 (F) 201-487-1333
billy@wilfredmacdonald.com

Winfield Solutions, LLC

“Service, Solutions, Insight”
Mike DiLorenzo, CGCS: 518-428-8625
Rob Saunders: 203-249-5059
mwdilorenzo@landolakes.com
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“THE BIG TICKET” My Trip to GIS…...cont’d
Up next was a seminar entitled “Wetting Agents and their Effect
on Putting Green Surfaces.” For me personally, I would have
loved to have seen one of our local experts in on this subject, but I
digress. Instead, it was hosted by Doug Karcher from the University of Arkansas. In my past experiences, I have used a multitude of
different products pertaining to this subject. I have come to the
conclusion after listening to the seminar that it really depends on
ones’ preference and the desired outcome that one is looking to
achieve. Whether that be firmness of the greens, water retention,
playability and so on and so forth. In this class it was a lot of
chemistry jargon which at times felt a little long winded and unnecessary, but overall it was a solid presentation.
The last course I attended which I was looking forward to was a
seminar called, “Irrigation Design of the Future: How water Management will affect the Future Prosperity of the Game”. It
was hosted (I chose the word “hosted” carefully) by an architect
and irrigation consultant that used their time as a duo comedy
shtick rather than an educational briefing. So, to say the least I was
a little disappointed walking out of the room. A majority of the
talk was spent on the use of catch-cans and the layout/design of a
new irrigation system. I understand that distribution uniformity is
paramount, but that’s not a new idea. Going back to the new holes
that I built, I came up with an innovative way of powering my irrigation satellite. Instead of running hundreds of yards of wire to
power the satellite, we incorporated a mini solar panel that powered it for us. This was the type of “future” irrigation design that I
was expecting. But we all know what happens when we assume.
Don’t get me wrong, it was not all bad. I did walk away with a few
thinking points. For example: At what point does it matter saving
water or saving labo? And also, it comes down to each manager to
determine what their courses’ expectations are.
To conclude, this trip was very worthwhile for me. It’s always good
to get away in the middle of a Northeast winter. A city like San Diego is a must visit destination here in the US. I strongly recommend this opportunity for anyone here in the Hudson Valley who
may not have the means to attend a national conference. Thank
you again to our association for this valuable experience. And as
always, stay classy Hudson Valley GCSA.
Mike Aube
Osiris Golf Club
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Member News
New Members
Class B
Evan Weymouth
Patriot Hills Golf Course
Class AF
Steve Bradley
Storr Tractor Company
Class AF
Brett Belden
MTE Turf Equipment Solutions

Retired
Joe Smyth
Patriot Hills Golf Course
moved to Wyoming
(without saying good bye)

Bobby DeMarco
The Powelton Club

Year End Social Event

Silo Ridge—Hole 1 Before
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